
solves these equations by guessing at the value of each point dipole and solving [the last]

equation[s] iteratively. Iteration's accuracy and speed relies on convergence. Still, a test for

convergence of the GPGPU polarization calculation was not implemented in the original version of

MPMC. Hence, the computation would run for a preset number of iterations and results were

delivered without any way of estimating their accuracy.
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Abstract

Objectives

Background

Referenced Resources

Conclusions
Convert Gauss-Seidel CPU-based process to GPU-based parallel process

Verify the accuracy of the GPU polarization results to one percent.

Decrease the Gauss-Seidel convergence time.

The Space group is a theoretical chemistry group

concerned primarily with computer simulation of

condensed phase phenomena. Current focus is on the

development of highly accurate potential energy

functions for environmentally relevant gases, such as

carbon dioxide, hydrogen, nitrogen, methane, oxygen

and associated oxides. The potentials are used in

molecular simulations of sorption of such gases within

metal-organic materials, or MOMs; MOMs offer great

potential as H2 storage, CO2 capture and N2/CO2/CH4/O2

separation platforms …. Computer simulation is a highly

effective tool to intelligently engineer MOMs Figure 1.(a) The side view and (b) top view of 

the modeled 3 × 3 ×3 unit cell system of 

[Zn(pyr)2(SiF6)] at CO2 saturation, which 

corresponds to 1 CO2 molecule per unit cell. 

Note the terminal pyrazine units were 

removed for clarity. MOM atom colors: Zn = 

purple, Si = yellow, F = cyan, N = blue, C = 

gray, H = white. CO2 molecule atom colors: 

C = gray, O = red.
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Polarization calculations in MPMC are conducted using the Thole-Applequist model. In this

model, the dipole for a molecule is then treated as a collection of N atomic-point dipoles, which

are summed to give the net dipole for the set.

• Benchmark results showed flaws on the first version of the GPU code.

• Conversion of the Gauss-Seidel iterative module is still underway; each 

attempt is benchmarked to determine improvements on accuracy, speed 

and convergence.

• A recommendation to convert a sort method from Bubble Sort to 

Insertion Sort algorithm will be considered as a future implementation. 

• Addressing MPMC’s growth by system size and scalability will follow.

MPMC uses C language for the CPU-based routines while

CUDA is the superset language used to port routines to the

GPU for parallel processing. The working eco-system uses

the Linux/Unix operating system.

Lennard-Jones parameters, representing van der Waals interactions 

between sorbate molecules and the MOM atoms, were taken from 

known force fields. 

It was important to understand the

algorithms used by the theoretical

chemistry group in MPMC to

represent concepts such as Lennard-

Jones parameters, Van der Waals’

forces, many-body polarization,

Gauss-Seidel, total-system potential

energy function among others.

The following statistical mechanical expression was numerically 

calculated using GCMC, where Ξ is the grand canonical partition 

function, β represents the quantity 1/kT (T is the temperature, and k is 

the Boltzmann constant), and μ represents the chemical potential of the 

gas reservoir.

Massively Parallel Monte Carlo, an in-house

computer code available at

http://code.google.com/p/mpmc/, has been

successfully utilized to simulate interactions

between gas phase sorbates and various

metal-organic materials. In this regard,

calculations involving polarizability were

found to be critical, and computationally

expensive. Although GPGPU routines have
increased the speed of these calculations immensely, in its original state, the

program was only able to leverage a GPU’s power on small systems. In order

to study larger and evermore complex systems, an attempt to modify the

program model using new parallel programming techniques was performed. It

was expected that the new techniques, while providing similar or better

performance, will solve limitations related to convergence times, system size

and scalability. After implementation, the new techniques yielded results that

were more or less five percent accurate, lower than the ideal. In this project,

another attempt is made to improve the accuracy of the model which will

open a path to subsequently solve the aforementioned limitations.

With benchmark results on convergence and accuracy it

was decided to replace a module from the old MPMC GPU

version with the Gauss-Seidel Preconditioned method

adapted from the original MPMC CPU program.
The iterated energy vs. the exact matrix inversion 

energy as a function of iterative convergence for 

various SCF methods.

A review of UNIX and the C

language was initiated along with

self-teaching of CUDA parallel

programming.

Gauss – Seidel CPU to CPU/GPU Conversion
Math

Sequential Algorithm

CPU Based Code

2D Matrix to 

1D Thread Array

Thread/Block Array 

Representation

CPU/GPU Code

The size of matrices

required to model typical

MOF systems renders

the computation required

for matrix inversion

impractical. MPMC

Results Second Attempt


